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Harmful electric smog - 
Utilization of radiation
The German Federal Office for the Environment (BAFU) states the following about 
electric smog:
«Epidemiological studies have established the fact that non-thermal radiation (elec-
tric smog, editor’s note) has a significant influence on brain activity. Physiological 
changes in cells have also been observed.“». 

This means nothing other than: Electric smog is harmful!
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More and more people are noticing the 
direct impact of electromagnetic pollution 
on their bodies. 

Ever faster pulse-giving communication 
devices of all kinds are particularly distur-
bing. Transmitters such as WiFi, satellites, 
telephone radio antennas and much more 
also influence the biology of the body. The 
effects of electro-magnetic scatter fields, 
i.e. electric smog, have been scientifically 
proven. In the bedroom they exist in the 
form of mobile phones, sockets and swit-
ches. Many sources of radiation affect our 
cells on a daily basis!

A group of Swiss scientists, therapists, and health 
professionals, together with universities and rese-
archers, were able to develop a magnetite-crystal 
mixture which was incorporated into a chip capab-
le of correcting harmful electromagnetic scatter 
fields.

The meta-converter (chip) is programmed and 
charged by impulses sent out by a bio-resonance
radiation technique which was especially de-
veloped for it. The converters use electromagnetic 
waves as carriers to feed people with frequencies 
that are optimised towards body cells. This works 
on the principle of bioresonance regulation.

Electromagnetic hypersensitivity 
is increasing

Conclusion:
With the i-like

converter you may use 
electronicdevices as often 
as you like. By using the 

chip, you vitalize radiation 
and transform it into 

vibrations optimized for 
your body’scells!

Research and science have developed 
the meta-converter to help
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Explanatory model for the
effectiveness of the meta converter
The effect of the i-like meta-converter 
(chip) is stunning. In modern naturo-
pathic diagnostics the effects of the 
i-like converters can be measured with 
ease. Meridian measurements, body 
field radiation (photons) of humans, 

measurement of chakras, HRV (heart 
rate variability) etc. are methods which 
demonstrate, fast and effectively, how 
quickly the vitalizing effect of i-like chips 
can be detected.
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Interference fields of electrical devices, transmitters and loads of all kinds are read, 
the interference frequencies (e-smog) are determined, and neutralised by destruc-
tive interference. In the process, it is not the electrically measurable waves that are 
corrected, but the information of these carrier waves. 

This is where the i-like converter comes in

Due to its design (geometric figures) and 
contents (micro-pyramidal shaped mine-
rals as well as rechargeable magnetite 
crystals), the i-like converter operates 
as a „resonance field mirror“. The i-like 
converter reflects the impinging frequen-
cies of human beings (biophotons) back 
to the body about 6-8 times as strongly. 

All the information needed by the human 
body to be, remain and stay healthy is 
stored in its cells. Through the „response 
retrieved from the generated field mirror“ 
cells receive the frequencies necessary 
to self-regenerate, and thus to strengt-
hen their vitality.

Meta-Converter – 
how it works:

This Meta-Converter is
a highly complex tool
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Explanatory model for the
effectiveness of the meta converter

J. Kirschvink of the California Institute of Technology (Caltech) in Pasadena, has 
tracked down, that a person has a verifiable and measurable physical receiver 
for electro-smog in magnetite crystals! A
round 5 million magnetite crystals per 1 gram of brain cells is located in the head. 
There is sufficient sensitivity to prove the harmful effect of electro-smog!

Electrical devices with electromagnetic 
wave radiation activate the converter.  
The information on the converter is 
transmitted from the magnetite by the 
emitted electromagnetic wave. A biore-
sonance field is created.

Based on our observations, it became 
evident that the use of the converter 
can be beneficial to humans due to the 
so-called „self-field reflection effect“. 

The polarity of the devices’ electric 
smog is reversed in field direction of 
the electromagnetic wave, enabling the 
smog to transport scalar information 
from the magnetite crystal to the human
cell. 

This mechanism can be obtained by 
programming each individual chip on 
the magnetite crystals in the chip.

This functionality is 
probably unique in t

he entire world.

Measurable receivers for 
electromagnetic pollution
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Before the application After the application
with the converter

Emoto
water crystal
The Emoto laboratory (Hado-Life) has measured the Meta-Converters energy. Du-
ring the test, a glass filled with neutral water (see below, osmosis water) was vitalised 
with the Meta-Converter. The result after only one hour is absolutely stunning, and 
shows the amazing change in frequency that the Meta-Converter performs.

Evidence and 
measurement
Example: Osmosis water was revitalized with the converter from i-like. 
The results are amazing

Measurements by the Emoto laboratory (Hado Life) show what positive frequency 
changes can be achieved with the chip.
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Evidence and
measurement
The best evidence for the effectiveness
of the i-like chips are measurements 
conducted directly on the human body. 
Basic measurements are being taken 
according to a number of factors (HRV, 
bio-resonance). These base values are
being compared to a second set of 
measurements at a later time. Between 
the first and the second measurement 

usually lies an effective period of the 
meta converter, i.e. an i-like chip, of half 
an hour to one hour. In doing so, the 
subject‘s mobile phone is vitalised with 
an converter after the first measure-
ment. Now the patient carries the phone 
directly on his body for half an hour. The 
measurable impact is usually very clear.

The data collection is performed under supervision of higher education institutions 
and their health centers. In addition, more than 100 advisory experts measure and 
verify the data in order to continuously increase the availability of information. The 
following higher education institutions are involved as part of quality assurance, su-
pervision, and additional follow-up questions:

• Health campus Luzern/Berlin      
University S.E. (H+)

This chart shows the vegetative and central regulation, as well as the psycho-emotional state and the 
adaptation level. Left without converter; right with converter.

Measurement results with a bio-resonance device
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The spline map shows the 
electrical activity in the 
brain. 

Left without converter; 
right with converter.

The gerontological curve 
shows a „biological age“ of 
49 years before the appli-
cation and 40 years after 
the 15 min application of 
the converter (rejuvenation 
effect).

Example: Test person (male, 46 years old) is being extensively 
measured before and after using the converter. 

Wednesday, 15. July 2015 11:15:12 Wednesday, 15. July 2015  11:38:05

39%
33%
34%
37%
43%
47%
31%
44%

68%
66%
62%
66%
69%
72%
60%
71%

This illustration shows the person’s physical condition at a health factor of 39 % before the use
of the converter on the left side, and at a health factor of 68 % with the converter on the right side. 

tatsächliches
Alter: 46y

biologisches
Alter: 49y

tatsächliches
Alter: 46y

biologisches
Alter: 40y

Spline-Karte der elektrischen 
Aktivität des Gehirns

D = 34% (50-100%)

Spline-Karte der elektrischen 
Aktivität des Gehirns

D = 57% (50-100%)

Spline-Karte der elektrischen 
Aktivität des Gehirns

D = 34% (50-100%)

Spline-Karte der elektrischen 
Aktivität des Gehirns

D = 57% (50-100%)
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5G, also known as „Fifth Generation“, is 
the latest generation of mobile commu-
nications. It no longer operates at 2.5 
GHZ, but now at 100 GHZ, i.e. it is 40 
times faster than before. In addition, the 
radio power was significantly increased. 
The new technology presents a person‘s 
cell information with many new challen-
ges. 

The potential of stray fields, which can ne-
gatively influence the scalar information,

is 50 to 100 times higher than with previ-
ous mobile radio networks. 

The 5G-Mobile Converter vitalises the 
negative frequencies of 5G mobile net-
works. The converter has a higher mine-
ral and magnetite density and requires 
several times longer programming time. 
At the same time, the 5G-Mobile Con-
verter can be used for „normal“ E-smog 
vitalisation.

5G-Mobile Converter
For the vitalisation of electrosmog incl. 5G
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For the vitalisation of electrosmog incl. 5G
The 5G-Mobile Converter is suitable 
for everything that has to do with 5G 
mobile radio.

• mobile phones of all kinds
• virtual reality glasses
• smart grid
• autonomous mobility
• 5G sensors and actuators
• and many additional devices

 

Application
What do I need to know?
Simply attach the 5G-Mobile Converter 
into your mobile phone and other 5G 
devices and let it work. Your personal 
consultant can provide you with a de-
tailed application description.

Principle: Any 5G mobile device that 
effects your body for long periods on 
a daily basis should be vitalised! The 
5G-Mobile Converter is activated by an 
electromagnetic wave, i.e. an electronic 
device.

Remove the foil from the back of the 
5G-Mobile Converter and insert the 
converter onto the selected 5G mobile 
device. The adhesive is exclusively an 
aid. For transportable devices (especi-
ally mobile phones etc.), use an additi-
onal sticker so that the converter holds 
securely.

The 5G-Mobile Converter is designed 
exclusively for use with the 5G mobile 
radio. In order activate all homes, of-
fices, workplaces, classrooms etc., it is 
advisable to use the Room-Converter
in combination. The 5G-Mobile Conver-
ter should be protected against excessi-
ve heat (above 60-70 degrees celsius). 
It is washable.

i-like Meta-Converters are:

100% Swiss engineering
100% Swiss made

It has a service life of at least 30 
years.
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Nature emits electrical waves and ma-
gnetism. Out of this, humans create 
electromagnetism, with a great deal of 
electro-smog. That is unpleasant for our 
body‘s cells.

Many people are electrosensitive. Ho-
wever, many first notice the influences
too late, perhaps not until the time when 
problems arise. The effects of elec-
tro-smog are sufficiently scientifically do-
cumented. Whether in the form of  satellite

digital channel, sockets or switches in 
the bedroom. Every day, electro-smog 
radiates out of many sources onto our 
cell bodies!

This is remedied by creating bioresonan-
ce. In this way, electro-smog vitalises 
and the user is supplied with a cell-ener-
gy supercharging. The positive effects 
are known from medicine and are well 
scientifically grounded.

E-Chip
For the vitalising of electro-smog
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For the vitalising of electro-smog
The E-Chip is suitable for everything 
that has to do with electricity.

• adults and children 
• kinds baby monitors
• screens and TVs
• computers, tablets and printers
• WLAN-routers
• sockets and switches
• light sources of all kinds
• kitchen equipment
• and many additional devices

 

Application
What do I need to know?
NOTHING! The chip can be attached on 
the PC, the wireless router, the printer, 
the plug ... just stick it on and let it take 
effect. You can get a detailed application 
description from your advisor. 

Principle: Any type of source device ra-
diating electric smog, which the human 
body is subjected to for a longer period 
of time each day, should be revitalized. 
Simply wearing the chip on your body 
alone is not helpful. There is no protec-
tion, rather, the radiating device acts as 
some kind of bio-resonance device. The 
e-chip is designed to be exclusively used 
with electrical devices or electronics. 

In order activate all homes, offices, 
workplaces, classrooms etc., it is advi-
sable to use the Room-Converter. The 
E-Chip must be protected from excessi-
ve heat (above 60-70 degrees Celsius). 
The E-Chip is washable. 

Peel the plastic foil off the back side of 
the E-Chip and stick it onto the desired 
electrical device. The adhesive is only 
an aid. For portable devices use an 
additional sticker so that the converter 
holds securely.

i-like Meta-Converters are:

100% Swiss engineering
100% Swiss made

It has a service life of at least 30 
years.
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Product/Device Placement 

Office To achieve a harmonious ambiance and an opti-
mal bio-resonance field in an office setting, several 
chips are needed. Each device giving off radiation 
over an extended period of time must be revitalized.
Usually, those devices are: 1-2 PCs, notebook(s), 
telephone(s), printers and heat radiators. 

The Room Converter is an alternative!

Baby
monitor

See mobile devices.

Printer Place chip as close as possible to the power sup-
ply (current feed) and, if possible, in ray-direction 
towards the work place next to the printer.

Wireless
devices of all
kinds

The radiation of wireless devices is particularly
strong! Particularly strong radiation (professional 
equipment) 2 e-chips, simple wireless devices 1 
e-chip on the side facing the ear; if this is not pos-
sible (device type) then place the chip on the
back side in the center of the device.

WIFI router Place chip directly onto the front side or the top of 
the router.

Heating Radiators/heaters can generate a strong electro-
magnetic field, especially electric storage heaters. 
If the heating unit is located closer than 3 meters to 
the person, place the e-chip onto the heating unit so 
that it faces the person directly. For floor heating, 
place an e-chip in each heater hose. 

The Room-Converter is an alternative!
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Product/Device Placement 

Coffee
machine

Close to power supply (power source).

Air
conditioning/
fans

Place chip as close as possible to the current feed. 
If that is not possible (module unit), then place it on 
front side facing the person.

Stove If possible, place 2 e-chips each on the front and the 
back side of the hob (not on the hob itself, but at hip 
level on the edge, vertically). For best results, place
2 e-chips to close in the hob (front/back). If this is 
not possible, then place 2 e-chips on the left and 
right corner facing the person cooking. 

Warning: induction stoves cannot be vitalised with 
e-smog chips. We recommend using the InduMic 
converter if there is no other cooking option.

Kitchen
equipment

For all electrically powered devices and devices that 
are being used for longer periods of time (15+ min) 
during cooking, place chips directly onto the device;
the exact spot is not important – choose according 
to best hold.

Speakers Place chip close to loudspeaker magnets.

Lamp Place chip at center of the power source (e.g. lamp 
socket). Pay attention to heat! If fixation close to 
power supply is not possible, then place chip on 
power supply unit but no further away than 20 cm 
(lamp shade, cover, etc. Metal increases effect!). 
LED and energy-saving lightbulbs should be opti-
mally vitalised with the LED-Converter.
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Product/Device Placement 

Motorcycle Place chip directly onto the battery; if lots of electro-
nics are installed in the dashboard, place an additi-
onal chip onto dashboard.

PC Place chip as close as possible to the current feed 
(power supply). Thus, in most cases not on front 
side of PC, but usually on the lower rear side (where 
the cable is plugged in).

Radio
alarm clock
(Very important in 
the bedroom))

Place chip in viewing direction onto the alarm
clock.

Socket
outlets

Place one e-chip directly onto each socket. Current 
flows even if no device is plugged in and when cur-
rent is not used (electric field voltage)! 

The Room Converter is an alternative!

Telephone/
radio/cable

Because the mobile phone is placed directly on the 
body (head, ear), it does not matter where on the 
phone the chip is placed. The front side is ideal (fa-
cing the ear). For wired tabletop devices, place chip 
onto main unit (not on the handset).
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Scientists in Switzerland, together with 
scientists and experts from physics, 
health and medicine have succeeded 
to develop a magnetitemineral mix and 
incorporate this into a Chip. This is char-
ged thanks to the momentum from by 
a self-developed irradiation technology. 
The I-Chip is a unique converter which, 
thanks to i-like technology at the level 
of scalar waves, can provide the body 
with different frequencies. For full func-
tionality, the I-Chip requires an electro-
magnetic wave. Placing the I-Chip on 
electronic devices makes it particularly 

suitable. Consequently, the combination 
of 5G-Mobile Converter or E-Chip and 
I-Chip is ideal. Please refer to the E-Chip 
application table for exact placement op-
tions. For more detailed information on 
the function of the I-Chip, please contact 
your personal consultant.

I-Chip
For the vitalising and optimising

i-like Meta-Converters are:

100% Swiss engineering
100% Swiss made
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Questions and answers
about the i-like converter
Question: How does the 5G-Mobile 
Converter influence the frequency of a 
mobile phone? So that it still works?
Answer: The 5G-Mobile Converter 
does not affect the operating frequen-
cies of the mobile phone. The effects 
achieved by the converter are based on 
scalar waves which are a by-product of 
electromagnetic waves. The theory of 
scalar waves includes models that affect 
the DNA and health of human beings. 
Thus, the effectiveness of the converter 
on health can be observed through both 
theoretic models as well as practical re-
sults. If you apply measuring methods 
looking for electromagnetic waves, you 
are on the wrong track.

Question: Why does my ear or even 
half of my head get warm when I use a 
mobile phone?
Answer: The heat development of 
mobile phones comes from the power 
consumption and the conversion of cur-
rent in the battery to usable alternating 
current in the device. This has nothing to 
do with e-smog. A converter cannot ch-
ange this heat. But it‘s not really harmful 
either.

Question: How do I know that the 
converter works?
Answer: Both, explanatory model 
as well as the feedback from users de-
monstrate its special effects. We have 
selected the following examples: Impro-
vement of perception and concentration; 
better/faster wound healing, increase 
and optimization of performance ability; 
improvement of sleep quality, etc. The 
effects can also be seen when looking 
at the thousands of measurements with 
HRV and bio-resonance. 

Question: Does the sleeve or cover 
of the device diminish its effectiveness?
Answer: No, the effect remains exac-
tly the same.

Question: Can I break the chip up 
into pieces and place them onto several
different devices?
Answer: No. The effectiveness is only 
guaranteed if the chip remains in its geo-
metrical form; this must not be changed.

Question: I have a pacemaker. Does 
the chip have an influence on it?
Answer: No. Not at all.
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Question: What is the difference bet-
ween this chip and traditional esoteric
chips?
Answer: Commercially available „eso-
teric“ chips are plastic plates coated with 
minerals (usually simple silicon). This is 
profitable; however, a „healing stone“ on 
a necklace would have the same effect. 
In addition to the many pyramid-shaped 
minerals, which the converter is made 
of, the converter’s magnetite crystals are 
also programmed and charged. Thus, it 
receives a direct effect. This technology 
is totally new and, up until now, has only 
been used in therapy.

Question: Is wearing the chip on my 
body enough protection?
Answer: No. This would be the „eso-
teric approach“. The e-converter trans-
forms the sender – the device radiating 
e-smog – into a bio-resonance device. 
This means, the chip must be placed on 
the device itself. On the body, the chip 
would function just like a conventional 
chip.

Question: Can I just place a chip onto 
the main power supply in the house and 
no longer worry about it?
Answer: Unfortunately not. Each de-
vice affecting the body for a long period
of time radiates its own e-smog. There-
fore, all devices which actively influence 
our body (perimeter of 1-3m, constant 
influence) have to be revitalized with the 
chip. The alternative is the room-conver-
ter.

Question: Are food chips, animal 
chips, and e-chip interchangeable?
Answer: No. The programming on the 
chips is completely different. None of the 
chips would cause harm (they never do) 
but the effect would not be there.

Question: After removing the chip, 
the adhesive does not stick anymore. 
What can I do?
Answer: The adhesive is only a fixati-
on aid. Simply use a new, normal doub-
le-sided adhesive and cover the conver-
ter with the associated label.
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To activate electromagnetic smog in all 
rooms, it is best to use the Room Con-
verter. This is suitable for apartments 
and family homes to large buildings such 
as office buildings, industrial buildings, 

etc. For use in large rooms, several 
Room Converters are connected to a 
single bio-resonance system.

Room-Converter
For vitalisation of electromagnetic smog inside rooms
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For vitalisation of electromagnetic smog inside rooms
The Room Converter is suitable 
for all types of rooms.

• at home
• ofice
• workplace
• educational institutes
• healthcare institutes
• shops/commercial premises
• hotels
• restaurants
• and other premises

 

Application
When the i-like technology creates a 
counterfrequency to the electromagnetic 
smog, many beneficial effects result. 
The counterregulation of e-smog signi-
ficantly reduces the typical effects which 
are scientifically proven to be negative. 

Typical improvements include:
• Memory performance can be  

improved
• Response time (performance,  

vitality) can be improved
• Decisions can be made correctly 

more often
• Stress is reduced, creating better 

performance and better teamwork

Request detailed information about the 
Room Converter. 

Certified installation monitored by a uni-
versity is also available for commercial 
applications. Quality control is carried 
out by the Institute:

i-like Meta-Converters are:

100% Swiss engineering
100% Swiss made

It has a service life of at least 30 
years.
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Room-Converter
Installation

Basics of installation:
 
• The effective radius of a Room Converter is max. 20 metres. 
• Building materials (concrete, metal, etc.) cannot shrink the effective radius.

(HF (1.*)) High frequency devices reduce the effective radius.
• By attaching an E-Chip, 5G-Mobile Converter or LED-Converter to each 

high frequency device, it is no longer able to disturb the effective radius of 
the Room Converter. If this is not carried out, 0.5 metres should be deduc-
ted from the effective radius for each high frequency device.

• In a serious case (no HF vitalisation), the effective radius of the Room Con-
verter should be shrunk to a minimum size of 10 m (5m radius).

• Each Room Converter MUST be connected to the mains electricity (220V) 
and a device MUST be plugged into each Room Converter. This device 
must run the full function of the Room Converter on a permanent basis! 
Suitable devices include wireless routers, TVs, digital phones, chargers of 
all kinds (current also flows stream if it is not charged (standby mode)), etc. 
It is important, however, that the devices are not disconnected, but a conti-
nuous current flow is recorded! The QUANTITY of the current is absolutely 
irrelevant.

In addition, the following de-
vices should be vitalised, for 
an optimum effective radius of 
the Room Converter

• LED and energy saving 
lightbulbs 

• Powerline adapter 
• AC adapter, office and 

household appliances 
with digital electronics of 
all kinds!

• 

 

• Mobile phone, smartphone, tablets
• Cordless telephone
• Wireless modem, and all wireless de-

vices such as printers, speakers, etc.
• Computer (natural radiation LED 

screens, WiFi, Bluetooth, wireless 
mouse, wireless keyboard)

• All Bluetooth transmitter and receiver 
sources (many devices)

• Game consoles with radio
• Wireless thermometer/radio station

1. *Typical HF devices/transmitters which can be found in indoor rooms:  
(not exhaustive)
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LED bulbs are indeed electric lamps, ho-
wever, they produce their light by flash 
(strobe technology). They count as ener-
gy-saving light devices exactly like ener-
gy-saving lightbulbs. 

A lamp can be lit for a much longer period 
of time using this new technology, and it 
is also more energy efficient. However, 
these LED lamps emit an active radio 
frequency which, similar to mobile pho-
nes and WiFi, can negatively impact the 

body through non-thermal electromag-
netic smog affecting body cells. More 
and more electronic devices make use 
of this new technology. Whether in the 
form of computer screens, lamps or lap-
tops. Many electro-smog sources emit 
smog on our body cells daily! 

The LED-Converters can correct the ne-
gative frequencies (e-smog) emitted by 
LEDs and energy-saving light bulbs.

LED-Converter
For the vitalising of LED and energy-saving lightbulbs
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For the vitalising of LED and energy-saving lightbulbs
The LED Converter is suita-
ble for all kinds of LED and 
energy-saving lightbulbs.

• computer screens
• televisions
• laptops and tablets
• displays
• light sources of all kinds
• digital displays
• navigation systems
• and many other devices 

 

Application
What do I need to know?
Simply stick the Converter to the PC 
screen, next to the lamp (max. 30 cm. 
away from the light source), or the lap-
top etc., and leave it to act. You can get 
a detailed application description from 
your advisor. 

Principle: Each LED or energy-saving 
lamp light source which has an effect on 
your body for several hours during your 
daily routine, should be vitalised. 

An LED-Converter vitalises all LED 
and energy-saving lamps as well as 
LED screens which are within a radius 
of max. 30 cm of the converter. If two 
Converters are mounted at a distance 
of max. 3 metres each, all appliances, 
lamps, screens within their alignment 
are activated. That is, two Converters 
can vitalise multiple LED‘s within a 
maximum of 3m visual contact to one 
another! The LED-Converter should be 
protected against excessive heat (above 
60-70 degrees celsius). This means that 
the converter should not be mounted di-
rectly on the lamp, but in the area close 
to it. 

For the vitalisation of areas containing a 
lot of LEDs, such as large offices, facto-
ries, etc., combining the Room Conver-
ter with the LED-Converter is ideal.

i-like Meta-Converters are:

100% Swiss engineering
100% Swiss made

It has a service life of at least 30 
years.
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Product/Device Placement 

Screens
(PC)

On the front of the screen, centered on
the bottom of frame.

Tablets If enough space is available, place chip on the lower 
edge of the screen; otherwise, place on back side, 
in the center of the tablet.

TV device Place chip on the front of the TV in raydirection to-
wards the viewer. Usually, underneath the frame. 
For best results, place two chips diagonally (upper 
right/lower left corner (or vice versa)).

LED Lamp Centre of the power source (e.g. lamp holder). 
Caution with heat! If it is not possible to attach the 
converter close to the power source, then it should 
be attached a maximum of 30 cm from the power 
source (lamp shade, cover, etc. Metal enhances the 
effect!).

Laptop Place chip on left or right side on lower frame (near 
the power connector). For best results, place (if pos-
sible, space) directly at the bottom of the screen;
otherwise, place directly onto the device.

LED tubes A converter is mounted at each end of the tube 
(max. 30 cm distance to the lamp) 

LED spots Place a Converter next to every two or three LED 
spots. They should be a maximum of 30 cm away 
from the light source.
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P01-Converter
For the vitalising and optimising

i-like Meta-Converters are:

100% Swiss engineering
100% Swiss made

Scientists from Switzerland, in coopera-
tion with researchers and experts from 
physics, health and medicine, have suc-
ceeded in developing a magnetite-mi-
neral mixture and incorporating it into 
a converter. This is charged by pulses 
from a specially developed irradiation 
technique. 

The P01 converter can provide the body 
with different frequencies at the level of 
scalar waves, thanks to i-like technology.

For more detailed information on the 
function and use of the converter, please 
contact your personal consultant.
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Do you drive a modern car? Isn‘t it great
how many electronic appliances there 
are today? Cruise control, parking as-
sistance, navigation and many other 
systems are widely available. Things are 
developing: hybrid technology, electric 
vehicles, many electronic components in 
the enginean and more actuators in the 
car help to bring about more efficiency. 
And now we can begin to talk about all 
the features which make life more con-
venient INSIDE the car. Just as electric 

seats, entertainment system, electric 
windows and much more. And EVER-
YTHING produces e-smog. Thanks to 
the Faraday shield, everything which is 
in and on the vehicle producing electro-
magnetic smog, is trapped inside. In this 
way, the e-smog turns into a stronger, 
more body influencing emanation. 

The Car E-Smog Converter directs the
e-smog into a bioresonance wave.
 

Car E-Smog Converter
For the vitalising of electro-smog in all types of vehicles
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For the vitalising of electro-smog in all types of vehicles

The Car E-Smog Converter is suita-
ble for all types of vehicles.

• cars: motor, hybrids,electric
• truck cabin,
• tractors and trains
• construction vehicle
• aeroplane cockpit
• mobile homes
• bus and coaches
• and many more

 

Application
What do I need to know?
The Car E-smog converter can be laid, 
placed, affixed or also screwed on. It is 
important, that its geometric shape is not 
altered (do not cut off any part of it). The 
Converters are not sensitive to tempera-
ture. The Car E-Smog Converter is sui-
table for all types of vehicles.

Typical reactions could be:
 
• Increase of cognitive abilities (con-

centration, reaction) 
• Greater relaxation whilst driving
• Lower fuel consumption thanks to a 

relaxed driving style
• Lower risk of accident due to better 

concentration and concentration 
span

• Reduction of headaches and other 
stress-related pains

• Reclaiming your quality of life 
thanks to the bioresonance-vitali-
zing in your vehicle

• Reduction of stress-induced hype-
racidity

• Significant performance impro-
vement with the possibility of being 
able to drive much further without 
getting tired

Vitalise your car with the Car E-Smog 
Converter from i-like. For a pleasant and 
relaxing ride. Learn more in our detailed 
Car E-Smog Converter brochure.

i-like Meta-Converters are:

100% Swiss engineering
100% Swiss made

It has a service life of at least 30 
years.
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Car E-Smog Converter -
how it works!
Car E-Smog Converters are used in cars, trucks, construction equipment, tractors, 
trains as well as aircraft. Hundreds of measurements have already been taken in 
various vehicles. As a representative sample of measurement, measurements were 
taken from a driver with a modern vehicle. The driver was measured BEFORE the 
vehicle was furnished with a Converter and he had already driven an hour in order to
be measured. The first measurement took place therefore one hour after a car jour-
ney without a Converter. For the „after“, the vehicle was equipped with the three 
Converters. The driver then had to complete a drive of around 45 minutes. Following 
this the second set of measurements were taken.

Evidence and measurement:
Measurement-test person, male, 52 years old, normal vehicle with combustion en-
gine, year 2013

Health volume = regeneration level (self-regulation)
Left before the activation of the vehicle: Health Volume 9%
Right after the activation of the vehicle, after 45 min journey: Health volume 64%

9% before is an exceptionally bad health value. The value after the ride, 64%, is in comparison very
good and is well above the norm for a man of 52.

9% 64%
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Biological Age
The measuring of the mitochondrial metabo-
lism, that is the energy metabolism, coupled 
with over a hundred other measurements, 
shows us the biological age, in comparison 
to the actual age.
- Above: before the revitalisation
- Below: after the revitalisation

• Blue shows the calculated age: above 
and below

• Above BEFORE the revitalization 
shows that biological age of 64 years 
(instead of the actual 52 years)

• Below AFTER the revitalization and the 
45 minutes’ car journey is the biological 
cell tension arrived at 43 years. From 
64 to 43 years, that‘s 21 years „reju-
venation effect“ in the cellular metabo-
lism thanks to one car journey with the 
i-like Car E-Smog Converter!

Autocorrelation and spline chart
On the left you can see the autocorrelation as well as the spline chart (right brain) and thus the 
stress-level before (left) and after (right) of the activation of the vehicle with the i-like Converter.
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Product/Device Placement 

Motor cars,
hybrids,
electric
cars

For the revitalisation of your vehicle, a normal car 
requires 3 Car E-Smog Converters (1 set).
• Red forward left (door area, directly next to 

the driver) - maximum distance between the 
Converter and driver should be no more than 
1.5 m.

• Blue forward right (door area, directly next to 
the passenger) - maximum distance between 
the Converter and the driver should be no 
more than 2.5 m.

• Green at the back (in the boot or, when there is 
no boot, in the middle of the back seats - whe-
re possible at a distance of around 3 m from 
the driver - nearer is also fine, further away is 
however not optimal).

truck cabin,
trains,
tractors and
construction
vehicles 

aeroplane
cockpit

For a revitalisation of the driver‘s cab you will also 
need the normal 3 Car E-Smog Converters.

• Red front left (door area, right next to driver) 
– it is important when in a large vehicle (e.g. 
combine harvester, bus, truck, locomotive) that 
the maximum distance between Converter and 
driver is 1.5 m.

• Blue front right (door area, next to passenger) 
– it is important when in a large vehicle (combi-
ne harvesters, bus, truck, locomotive) that the 
maximum distance between Converter and 
driver is 2.5 m.

• Green to the rear (in the middle of the back 
seats), if not possible, simply place

coaches,
train carriages,
aeroplanes,
mobile homes
and many more.

For the revitalisation of a vehicle in which a num-
ber of people are transported simultaneously, use 
3 Car E-Smog Converter sets. Through quantum 
entanglement, the individual Converters connect 
with each other. As a result of this system a com-
plete and connected bio-resonance field comes into 
play.

The Converters can also be mounted under seats 
or on the roof (inside the vehicle).
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B.F. – Austria
The concentration in sports car driving is 
crucial to the outcome. As a result of the 
action of the Converter, my attention span is 
clearly improved and our performance in a 
one-hour race noticeably better.

Experience:

B.S. – Germany
When driving, I get tired very quickly. I have 
to stop after an hour as a result. This is the 
case even though I have a brand new, very 
comfortable car with many helpful electronic 
devices. I was surprised after the activation 
of the electronic smog on the advice of Dr. 
Gruber. I did not have much faith and I was 
prepared for 4-5 stops during my next trip 
from Stuttgart to Berlin. However, I only had 
to stop once to find a toilet, otherwise I went 
the entire distance in one go, around 7 hours, 
with no problems at all. For me a clear proof 
of effectiveness. I would not recommend that 
anyone drives for 7 hours straight but, with 
these small wheel-like devices, it was pos-
sible. I am delighted.

M.G. – Switzerland
After a hard day in Hamburg, finishing my 
speech at 10pm, I decided to drive a short 
stretch of my journey home to Switzerland. 
In the end, I was home by 5am. That was not 
my plan, but with the new Car E-Smog Con-
verters in the car I felt extremely fit and conti-
nued easily through the night. If I had even a
single sign of fatigue, I would have found a 
hotel. Incredible.
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The electric smog of a system origina-
tes directly at the inverter.  High levels 
of e-smog originate where “harmless” 
direct current is commutated into alter-
nating current, i.e. in the inverter. Due to 
the man-made change, the transformati-
on of direct current into alternating cur-
rent creates a stray field which impacts 
the body cells of humans, animals and
even plants and food items. In natural 
medicine and bioresonance therapy 
electric smog has been newly defined 

as a cell information dysfunction. 

This means that electrical and magnetic 
fields interfere with body cells. For two 
decades, this technology has been rese-
arched and now it is finally part of ever-
yday practice. 

With the i-like converter electric smog in-
terference frequencies can be vitalized. 
In other words, negative impacts are 
being neutralized.

Photovoltaik E-Smog Converter
For the vitalising of photovoltaic electric smog
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For the vitalising of photovoltaic electric smog
The photovoltaic e-smog converter 
is suitable for photovoltaic systems 
installed on single-family homes, 
barns, office or school buildings, 
etc.

• The photovoltaic e-smog con-
verter is directly connected to 
the inverter in the photovoltaic 
system.

• Each inverter requires its own 
photovoltaic e-smog converter.

Application
What do I need to know?
The photovoltaic e-smog converter inclu-
des six single high-qualitatively integra-
ted converters which were programmed 
individually and which together achieve 
their effect. The chips are incorporated 
in a massive disk what further increases
their effectiveness. Sturdy, practical and 
easy to handle.

Principle:  The negative effects of photo-
voltaic systems on humans and animals 
have been measured within a radius of 
15 m to 50 m of the system. This means 
that a house with one or more inverters 
installed in or on the house is subject to
a high level of electric smog. Partially, 
the effect is significant.

Use the electric smog of your system 
to vitalize the frequency by utilizing the 
worldwide unique i-like technology. This 
neutralizes interference frequencies and
transforms the inverter into a bioreso-
nance radiation source. Convert your 
photovoltaic system into a bioresonance
system!

i-like Meta-Converters are:

100% Swiss engineering
100% Swiss made

It has a service life of at least 30 
years.
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Photovoltaik Converter -
how it works!
Applying bioresonance and HRV measuring methods, the electric smog of a pho-
tovoltaic inverter can be measured at a distance of up to 50m. The effect on living 
beings within this 50 m radius (people, animals, plants) is rather invasive. By vita-
lizing the frequency to a bioresonance wave, the cell frequency of living beings is 
optimized. Self-regulation is activated.

Test evidence and measurements:
The first measurement was taken before installing the i-like photovoltaic converter 
on the system’s inverter.
The second measurement was taken 30-45 minutes after the installation of the con-
verter. 

Individual 1, male, born in 1961. 
Monday, February 22nd, 2016
Health measurement, base point at 
9% shows significant deficiency signs
and a high stress level. 30 minutes af-
ter the activation with the photovoltaic
converter, the level is already above 
normal level.

Individual 2, female, born in 1964. 
Monday, February 22nd, 2016
Health measurement, base with 47% 
slightly above average (statistical
36%). 45 minutes after the activation 
with the photovoltaic converter, the
level has risen again to an almost 
ideal 75%.

Measurement Part 1: Health measurement:
General state of health (Health). The mixed probability calculation of all relevant data of the overview 
measurement is being formulated. This shows a general tendency of potentials. Red indicates deficiency 
signs. Green indicates vital measurement results. Blue indicates the statistical mean value of the
specified age (date of birth).

37%37%

36%36%
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Individual 1, male, born 
in 1961. Monday, Febru-
ary 22nd, 2016
4-fields measurement, 
base point is continuous-
ly very weak. After the
activation with the photo-
voltaic converter a good, 
normal level has been
adapted.

Individual 2, female, 
born in 1964. Monday, 
February 22nd, 2016
4-fields measurement 
base point level normal, 
psycho-emotional status
shows stress. 45 
minutes after activation 
with the photovoltaic 
converter,
better levels in all areas 
have been detected. 
Vegetative regulation
(autonomous control of 
body functions) at the 
maximum, stress levels
significantly more stable.

Measurement Part 2: Four sections:
A - Adaptation level (adaptability of the body/resilience measurement), B - Vegetative and C - Central 
control systems, D - Psycho-emotional status (stress level). Evaluation: the higher the measured data, 
the more stable the condition.

A-D
9%
7%
9%
12%

A-D
48%
62%
44%
32%

A-D
39%
41%
45%
52%

A-D
64%
100%
64%
72%

- Photovoltaic system in a private house.
- Performance photovoltaic: PNom = 14.0 kW
- Measured with “IMAGO AurUm” Prof. Dr. J.S. But

Measurement: 
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Product/Device Placement 

Photovoltaic 
system.

The photovoltaic e-smog converter is directly 
connected to the inverter in the photovoltaic system.

The converter can be affixed or just placed. It is im-
portant, that its geometric shape is not altered (do 
not cut off any part of it).

For larger photovoltaic systems with several inver-
ters, a photovoltaic E-Smog converter is required 
for each inverter.

F.H. – Germany
I always used to feel tired and exhausted at 
home. Ever since applying the Converters 
to our system I have been able to feel enor-
mous improvements.

Experience with the
Photovoltaik E-Smog Converter:

A.B. – Switzerland
For years, animals such as birds, mice, and
even insects have avoided our cowshed. 
This is not normal and not natural. It started 
precisely at the time that our solar energy 
system was installed. Since the 8 inverters 
in the barn have been fitted with the Conver-
ters, sparrows can suddenly be found again 
in the barn. This is amazing, and a good sign 
if you ask me. I am hoping that my barn ani-
mals will benefit from this, because ever sin-
ce installing the unit on the roof we have had 
continual instances of animals getting sick. 
I‘m glad that there‘ s a solution now.

R.S. – Switzerland
I have suffered from bad migraines for 3 ye-
ars. We have had a solar energy system on 
our house for a good 4 years. Then Dr. Gru-
ber suggested that we equip our solar ener-
gy system with the Converters. Since I was 
allowed to participate in this test (February
2016) I have had no migraines at all. Incre-
dible.
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Electromagnetic induction (also known as 
Faraday induction, or induction for short) 
is the generation of an electric field when 
the magnetic flux density changes. 

This process is being used more and 
more in our everyday lives. Whether in 
the form of microwaves, induction ovens 
(open microwaves) or other devices. This 
speeds up the cooking process consider-
ably. 

The InduMic converter converts the inter-
fering frequencies of inductors. Through 
the frequency regulation, the disturbing 
information is vitalised to the outside by 
bioresonance. 

The InduMic converter also contains im-
portant information on food so that the 
food that is prepared with induction at 
least contains „substance“ again.

InduMic-Converter
For vitalising induction and microwave e-smog
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For vitalising induction and microwave e-smog
The InduMic-Converter is suitable 
for all types of induction stoves and 
microwaves.

• induction stove 
• induction hob 
• microwave 
• microwave oven 
• gastronomy 
• and more 

Application
What do I need to know?
For optimum vitalisation, attach the Ind-
uMic converter to the edge of the induc-
tion hob or on the outside of the micro-
wave oven and let it work for a lengthy 
period of time. 

Principle: All induction systems that 
have a direct influence on the human 
body should be vitalised. 

Add the InduMic converter to the oven 
or microwave or stick it on. The distance 
from the converter to the oven or micro-
wave must not exceed 30 cm. Nevert-
heless, be careful; the converter should 
not become hot. It can also be mounted 
on the underside, e.g. on the underside 
of the edge of the hob or in a drawer un-
derneath. 1 InduMic converter regulates 
induction stoves or microwaves up to 
and including max. 1 square metre with 
max. 1 metre in length. This means that 
for stoves that are, e.g. 1.5 m long and 
0.5 m wide there is only 0.75 sqm, but 
they are more than 1 m in length. Th-
erefore, in such a case, two InduMic 
converters would have to be installed. 
Usually, 1 converter is sufficient for pri-
vate households. In gastronomy, you 
often need several - depending on the 
induction area(s).

i-like Meta-Converters are:

100% Swiss engineering
100% Swiss made

It has a service life of at least 30 
years.
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Infrared heaters operate on the princip-
le of heat wave distribution, i.e. electrical 
energy is converted directly into pure inf-
rared radioactive energy. 

That means; Infrared heating systems 
heat our body cells using infrared C ra-
diation (electromagnetic waves). During 
this process, non-thermal electromagnetic 
smog is produced. 

Infrared lamps are not only used for the 
targeted heating of a room, but also for 
heat treatments for physical ailments, in 
restaurants and in the spa. 

The IR Converter vitalises the electroma-
gnetic pollution of the heating system to a 
bio-resonance radiation and can thus en-
able a frequency regulation.

IR-Converter
For the vitalising of infrared heating systems
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For the vitalising of infrared heating systems
The IR-Converter is suitable for all 
types of infrared heating system.

• infrared cabins
• infrared saunas
• infrared lamps
• infrared heating plates
• infrared heaters
• and more

Application
What do I need to know?
For optimal vitalisation, attach the IR 
Converter to infrared heating plates, in-
frared cabins, infrared lamps, and other 
infrared heating systems to install, and 
apply it over time.

Principle: All infrared heating systems 
which have a direct impact on the hu-
man body, should be vitalised.

To vitalise e-smog from infrared hea-
ting systems, you need two Converters 
which have to be attached so that they 
are diagonally at a maximum of 3 metres 
distance from each other. The respecti-
ve IR Converter should not be mounted 
further than 30 cm away from the de-
vices which need to be vitalised. With 
this technique (2 chips - distance 3 met-
res), you can activate one or more hea-
ting plates simultaneously. (Activates all 
heating systems which are located bet-
ween these two converters). 

The IR Converter should be protected 
against excessive heat (above 60-70 
degrees celsius). The Converter should 
therefore not be attached directly to the 
warming element. The outer or rear part 
of the respective infrared system is bet-
ter suited for this purpose.

i-like Meta-Converters are:

100% Swiss engineering
100% Swiss made

It has a service life of at least 30 
years.
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Food should contain LIFEGIVING nutri-
ents. In natural medicine, life means a 
balance of Yin and Yang with each other.
Industrially produced food is often wi-
thout life, without vitality. In addition, to-
day even actual foods are sprayed with
so many materials, irradiated, preserved 
and otherwise altered so that they are 
deprived of their naturalness and their 
life energy!
With the Food-Chip from i-like you can 
demonstrably vitalise food, activate your

water molecules and balance negative 
information from fungicides, anti-bacteri-
als, anti-parasite and other „anti“ agents.
Everything which makes a food longer 
lasting, more beautifully coloured, more
intensively flavoured and changed in 
whatever other way, so that the consu-
mer is more likely to go shopping, will, 
as a consequence, negatively affect the 
life-giving properties of the food.
With the Food-Chip you can balance out 
this negativity!

Food-Chip
For the vitalising of food
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For the vitalising of food
The Food-Chip is suitable for 
everything that you eat.

• in the fridge
• in the bread basket
• in the food cupboard
• under the wine bottles
• under the fruit bowl
• under oil and vinegar
• next to the spices
• in the storeroom
• in your lunchbox
• under the coffee beans
• and many more

 

Application
What do I need to know?
Place your Food Chip in the fridge (min. 
1, possibly 2-3 units), in the bread bin, 
2-3 in the food cupboard, in the wine cel-
lar, under the oil and vinegar bottles and 
leave to work for a minimum of 8 hours. 
Continue to use the chip on an ongoing
basis

Principle: The aim of the food chips is a) 
to extend the shelf life of the b) add more 
vitality (chi) and c) significantly improve 
the taste. In addition, the food chip can 
help reduce pests attracted by rot (fruit 
flies, moths, etc.) 

The food chip‘s operating perimeter is 
30-60 cm. It can either be fixated with 
glue, or be left in its packaging for the 
use in multiple locations.

The food chip must be protected from 
excessive heat (above 60-70 degrees
Celsius). This means, do not place the 
food chip directly onto a frying pan, wa-
ter heater, grill, etc, The chip is washa-
ble.

Metal increases the effectiveness (can 
be placed underneath a metal tray).

i-like Meta-Converters are:

100% Swiss engineering
100% Swiss made

It has a service life of at least 30 
years.
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Product/Device Placement 

Bread
basket

Place chip underneath the bread basket or inside 
the bread compartment.

Vinegar/Oil Place 1-2 chips in storage area of these food 
products.

Fruit bowl Place chip underneath the fruit bowl or next to the 
fruit. You can place the chip also underneath metal 
bowls – metal even increases the effect.

Spices Spices have the highest Qi (energy) of all food. 
Place the chips into the spice cupboard spacing 
them 20-30 cm.

Refrigerator Place one or more chips into the refrigerator. Com-
ply with the 30-60 cm rule; place 2 or more chips 
according to this distance (more chips side by side 
do not enhance the effect!).

Ideally, place the chip onto the interior side, in the 
center of the refrigerator door. For larger refrigera-
tors use 2-3 chips.

Pantry/
Cabinet

One chip per shelf or per two shelves.

Lunch box,
mobile
provisioning

Whether for adults, but especially for children (lunch 
box) – place 1 chip into the box (washable). In the 
car, place 1-2 food chips onto areas where food 
products and drinks are transported (on long trips).
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Product/Device Placement 

Pantry /
basement

In the pantry, place one chip every 50 cm in order to 
optimize shelf life and for the revitalization effect. 

Wine Place chip for 30 min underneath a wine bottle to 
enhance flavor. In the wine rack, place one chip 
every 30-50 cm to achieve long term enhancement
of flavor.

L.S. – Switzerland
We did some testing. We filled up two glas-
ses from one carton of milk. We placed one 
of the glasses on an converter about 10m 
away from us. The second glass remained 
with us. Under the same conditions, without 
cooling, we left both glasses sit under super-
vision
and then measured the content in the labo-
ratory (for acid in milk). The milk without the 
chip started to develop a sour smell after 8 
hours – on the next day, it had completely 
turned. The second glass of milk with the 
chip was still drinkable after 30 hours, and 
developed a sour smell only after approxima-
tely 36 hours. The difference is unbelievable
and cannot be explained scientifically!

Experience:

A.H. – Austria
I suffer from a really bad food allergy. I react 
particularly severely to grapes which have 
been treated with chemical sprays. Only af-
ter washing them with boiling hot water I am 
able to eat them – and even then, I can only 
eat about 4-5 grapes before getting an aller-
gic reaction. You can probably imagine how
„boiled grapes“ look like. Now, I rinse my gra-
pes with cold water, place them on the food 
chip and suddenly I’m able to eat a bunch 
of grapes at once without any reaction. I am 
totally thrilled!

R.A. – Switzerland
I am a gourmet and make my own high-qua-
lity food products using premium wines, oils, 
and balsamic vinegars. I have to admit that 
I cannot tell the difference between a cheap 
balsamic vinegar, which was revitalized with 
the chip, and a premium balsamic vinegar.

A.H. – Austria
We bought wine in the south of France. When 
we arrived at home, the wine was not drinka-
ble. It had a bad sour taste so that it was not 
even good for cooking. Before getting rid of 
the wine, we placed it onto a food chip just 
to see what would happen, if anything. We 
tried the wine the following day, and I have to
say, it is one of the best tasting wines I have 
ever had. I am totally flabbergasted!
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Spring water is vital and energetic and 
has a particularly soft and mild taste.

Through environmental influences, 
pollution or disinfection, water often lo-
ses its positive properties. More and 
more substances like pesticides, nitra-
tes, hormones and also many medical 
drugs in higher concentrations get into 
our drinking water.  Thewater loses its 
liveliness and goes limp.
Thanks to the „Water-Chip“, water mole-

cules are positively aligned. This creates
new, easily flowing information (Gu Qi = 
food energy) in water. 

The result is a very harmoniously infor-
med water. The redox potential for water 
(antioxidants) is significantly improved. 
Since the human body consists of 70% 
water, a harmonious and well-informed 
water is required for vitality and a feeling 
of well-being.

Water-Chip
For the vitalising of water
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For the vitalising of water
The Water-Chip is suitable for ever-
ything to do with liquids.

• on the water purifier
• in the beverage store
• under the water jug
• on the sports bottle
• on the kettle
• on the coffee machine
• under the wine bottle
• under the teapot
• on the cup holder (in the car)
• under the watering can
• and many more 

Application
What do I need to know?
Glue the Water-Chip to your water bott-
le, water purifier and all kinds of water 
containers and leave for a minimum of 
30 minutes. Ideally, allow activation to 
take effect over 24 hours (drinking wa-
ter storage tank). Use the Chip for the 
duration.

Principal: Water is probably one of the 
largest storers of information the world 
has ever seen. From the day it emerges
from the source, it begins to absorb and 
save information. 

The water chip‘s operating perimeter 
is 30-50 cm. It can be used in various 
situations, attached in the container or 
glued onto the object. The Water-Chip 
must be protected from excessive heat 
(above 50 degrees Celsius). This means
that you should not place the Water-Chip 
directly to a water heater etc.

The Chip is washable. Its effective-
ness is further reinforced by metal (it 
can therefore also be attached to metal 
containers, etc). Ideally, leave the Wa-
ter-Chip to work on a water container for 
24 hours. This means that the redox po-
tential (antioxidation) is perfected.

i-like Meta-Converters are:

100% Swiss engineering
100% Swiss made

It has a service life of at least 30 
years.
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Product/Device Placement 

Bottle of
Water

Place chip for 30 min underneath a water bottle for 
30 minutes to vitalize it and enhance its flavor.

Water
treatment

Place chip directly onto the water container and let 
the chip work permanently. Depending to size 2 
chips are required. Operating perimeter is 30-50 cm.

Drink stock In the pantry, place one chip every 30-50 cm in 
order to optimize the water.

Glass-holder Fasten chip directly on glass-holder ( for example in 
car), for an optimally vitalized drink.

All kinds of
water
containers

Whether on the coffeemaker, on the water cooler 
or on the tea cooker, all water containers can be 
vitalized with the Water chip.

Hot-water tank To activate water in the hot-water-tank place one 
chip every 30-50 cm. Ordinarily you need 4 Chips 
for one hot-watertank.
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Before the application After the application
with the converter

Emoto
water crystal
The Emoto laboratory (Hado-Life) has measured the Meta-Converters energy. Du-
ring the test, a glass filled with neutral water (see below, osmosis water) was vitalised 
with the Meta-Converter. The result after only one hour is absolutely stunning, and 
shows the amazing change in frequency that the Meta-Converter performs.

Evidence and 
measurement
Example: Osmosis water was revitalized with the converter from i-like. 
The results are amazing

Measurements by the Emoto laboratory (Hado Life) show what positive frequency 
changes can be achieved with the chip.
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The supplement-converter provides 
valuable vibrations, which harmonise 
potential interference frequencies in and 
on food supplements, as well as other 
substances you are taking (e.g. chemi-
cal formulations).

Through the vitalisation of information 
based on quantum physics, through op-
posing the frequencies of disturbance
fields, nutrients can be considerably 
better absorbed. The absorption capa-

city is vastly increased. Also, potentially 
negative properties like intolerances or 
negative reactions to ingredients can be 
considerably reduced. 

Supplements which have been activa-
ted with the Supplement-Converter can 
exhibit considerably increased efficacy. 
Potential side effects can be reduced.

Supplement-Converter
For the vitalising of food supplements
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For the vitalising of food supplements
The Converter is suitable for all 
types of food supplements.

• under the supplement container
• in the medicine cabinet
• in the travel first aid kit
• in your sports bag
• in the cupboard
• in the bathroom cabinet
• on the bed-side table
• in your handbag
• in the desk drawer
• and more

 

Application
What do I need to know?
Put your Supplement-Converter wher-
ever you store your food supplements. 
Leave the Converter o work for a mini-
mum of 24 hours or, even better, leave 
it permanently.

Principle: Nutrients can be significantly 
better absorbed. Your ability to absorb is 
increased several times over. Potentially 
negative properties can be significantly 
reduced.
 
The Supplement-Converter has a sphe-
re of activity from 0-50 cm. It can also be 
left in its case (instead of fixing it to so-
mething) and used in a variety of places. 

The Supplement Converter should be 
protected from extreme heat (over 50 
degrees Celsius). The Converter is was-
hable. Its effectiveness is further strengt-
hened through metal, and it can also be
attached underneath a metal shelf or si-
milar.

i-like Meta-Converters are:

100% Swiss engineering
100% Swiss made

It has a service life of at least 30 
years.
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Product/Device Placement 

Travel first
aid kit

Place the Converter permanently into the travel 
first aid kit. Aids the vitalisation of your nutritional 
supplements.

Medicine
cabinet

Depending on the size of the medicine cabinet 1 to 
2 Converters may be necessary. Effective radius of 
0-50 cm.

Sports bag Vitalise the nutritional supplements in your sports 
bag with i-like’s Supplement-Converter.

Mirror cabinet Attach directly to the mirror cabinet’s shelf and let it 
take effect permanently. Depending on size 1 to 2 
Converters may be necessary. Effective radius of
0-50 cm.

Kitchen
cupboard

One converter per kitchen compartment. Effective 
radius of 0-50 cm. Wherever nutritional supplements 
are stored.

Bedside
table

Attach one converter per drawer or compartment 
every 30-50 cm. Effective radius of 0-50 cm.
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S.S. – Switzerland
For some time I have taken various dietary 
supplements on the recommendation of my 
doctor. A large part of which is iron. Therefo-
re I‘m regularly taking a kind of syrup, which 
is very ferrous. After I put the Supplement 
Converter next to my supplements, my
levels have vastly improved. Great!

D.E. – Switzerland
Sports drinks are an integral part of my trai-
ning. Every time I go to the gym, I prepare 
a litre of isotonic drink to take with me. Now 
I load up my dietary supplements with the 
Converter, I feel much more powerful. I have 
much more stamina and much more power 
than before. Now I am curious to discover
what else the Converter can do for me.

L.D. – Switzerland
I‘ve tried many supplements. From spi-
rulina to omega 3 to drink powders - li-
terally everything. Unfortunately, I have a 
very sensitive stomach. As soon as I take 
dietary supplements (regardless whether 
powder, capsules or whatever), nausea 
takes over and I feel unwell. However, sin-
ce I have had the Supplement-Converter 
on my shelf, this „malaise“ has gone. I can 
now take the supplements I need, without 
side effects. Very good!

Experience:
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Activate and vitalise your cosmetics. In-
corporate an amazing bioresonance fre-
quency into your normal cosmetics and 
bodycare.

The bioresonant Cosmetic-Converter 
neutralises the potentially negative fre-
quencies of cosmetics. Via the quantum 
physical effect of frequency regulation, 
the effectiveness of all kinds of cos-

metics can be improved ignificantly. Po-
tentially negative properties like allergy 
triggers, dehydration, feelings of tension 
and so on can be eliminated.

The Converter‘s efficacy is sadly consi-
derably less when there are parabens 
(synthetic preservatives) or silicone (mi-
neral oil) in the cosmetics.

Cosmetic-Converter
For the vitalising of cosmetic
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For the vitalising of cosmetic
The Cosmetic-Converter is suita-
ble for body, face and decorative 
cosmetics.

• in your beauty case
• in the wardrobe
• in the bathroom cabinet
• in your handbag
• on the dressing table
• on the table in the bathroom
• in your toilet bag
• in the shower
• and more

 

Application
What do I need to know?
You can put your Cosmetic-Converter 
wherever you store your cosmetics. Le-
ave the Converter to work for a minimum 
of 24 hours or, even better, leave it per-
manently.

Principle: Potentially negative frequen-
cies in your cosmetics are neutralised. 
It can improve the effects of your cos-
metics, and neutralise negative proper-
ties. Activate and vitalise your cosmetics.
Incorporate an amazing bioresonance 
frequency into your normal cosmetics 
and bodycare. You can put your Cos-
metic-Converter wherever you store 
your cosmetics.

The Converter is effective if left for a mini-
mum of 24 hours or, ideally, permanently 
and a max. distance of 50 cm from your 
cosmetics. It is irrelevant whether you 
place it next to your cosmetics in the ba-
throom cabinet, in the shower next to the 
shower gel and shampoo, in the glove 
compartment next to your hand cream 
or by the sink next to the the hand soap. 
There are many possible applications. 

The onverter is washable. Its effective-
ness is further strengthened through 
metal. The Cosmetic-Converter should 
be protected from extreme heat.
ad Celsius). 
 

i-like Meta-Converters are:

100% Swiss engineering
100% Swiss made

It has a service life of at least 30 
years.
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Product/Device Placement 

Beauty case Place the converter permanently into the beauty 
case. Aids the vitalisation of your cosmetics.

Handbag Whether for hand cream, lip care or make-up 
products. A Converter in your handbag is definitely 
worth it. Effective radius of 0-50 cm.

Mirror cabinet Attach directly to the shelf of the mirror cabinet and 
let it take effect on a permanent basis. Depending 
on the cabinet’s size, 2 converters may be neces-
sary. Effective radius of 0-50 cm.

Bathroom
cabinet

Attach one Cosmetic-Converter every 30-50 cm 
inside the cabinet drawer or to the shelf in order to 
provide long term vitalisation for cosmetics.

Shower
cubicle

Attach directly on shower tray (where shampoo, 
shower gel, body lotion etc. are located) for optimal-
ly vitalised body care.

Sink unit in
bathroom

Converters need to be positioned 30-50 cm apart 
in order to activate the cosmetics on the tray. As a 
general rule, one Converter is required per shelf.

Dressing
table

To activate the cosmetics in the dressing table, 
simply place one Converter inside the drawers, the 
compartments and on the trays every 30-50 cm.
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S.E. – Switzerland
I love a citrus scent in my shower gel, body 
lotion and other cosmetics. Unfortunately 
however, I do not get along well with the fra-
grance which is used for this purpose. My 
skin gets red and itchy. Now I am using the 
Cosmetic-Converter, I have dared to buy my-
self a new lemon-scented shower gel, with
great success. My skin no longer reacts to 
the shower gel. I have even been able to 
switch my body lotion and hand cream to an 
orange scent. Really great!

Experience:

N.S. – Switzerland
Over the years I have used the same body 
oil. But my skin has never been as soft as it 
is now since I installed the Converter.

A.K. – Germany
For years I have struggled with my sensitive 
skin. As soon as I use cosmetics that my skin 
doesn‘t tolerate, I begin to see my eczema 
regularly. This is very tedious as I must al-
ways double check what is in the product. 
Since I have installed the new Converter at
home, I have not noticed any more reactions. 
I am surprised that such a small chip can do 
so much.

F.W. – Switzerland
A mineral powder has always been my per-
fect solution for a matte complexion. Unfor-
tunately powder like this leaves dry patches 
on my face. Now I have activated it with the 
Converter from i-like, the problem is solved.
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Animal-Chips are used for all small ani-
mals (from canaries to St. Bernards).

Objectives of the animal-chips: the ani-
mals are „supplied“ with frequencies, 
programmed specifically to meet their 
needs At the same time, the animals 
acquire more vitality and they become 
more balanced - this can generally be 
seen quickly in the optimisation of the 
fur or plumage.

Additionally, the possible negative side 
effects of vaccinations are resolved, 
without compromising the effect of the 
vaccine.

Animal chips provide valuable vital fre-
quencies for your pets! Simply place and 
experience.

Animal-Chip
Vital and balanced pets
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Vital and balanced pets
The Animal-Chip chip is suitable 
for all kinds of small animals.

• under the food bowl
• under the water bowl
• on points of pain
• directly on the collar
• in their bed
• under their bed on
• their favourite spot
• on the cage
• in a small anima hutchl
• under the food 

Application
What do I need to know?
Glue the Animal-Chip to the underside 
of the food bowl. Attach it directly to the 
collar. Or fix it to your animal‘s usual 
sleeping place (for larger animals or 
sleeping places, use 2-3 chips).

Principle: From canaries to St. Bernards. 
With the Animal-Chip, all small animals 
can be vitalised. Simple to use, the chip 
is used in whatever space beloved pets 
are to be found!

The Animal-Chip is washable and offers 
a sphere of activity from 30-60 cm. The 
Chip should be protected from extreme 
heat (over 50 degrees Celsius). Its effec-
tiveness is further strengthened through 
metal, and it can, for example, also be 
attached underneath a metal food bowl 
or fastened to the collar. For plenty of joy 
with your beloved pet.

i-like Meta-Converters are:

100% Swiss engineering
100% Swiss made

It has a service life of at least 30 
years.
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Product/Device Placement 

Feed Place chip underneath the feeding bowl. The feed 
should be left alone for some time (10-15 min.) 
before giving it to the animal.

Collar Place chip directly onto the collar. The adhesive is 
usually not strong enough and tape, bandage, etc. 
should be used as support.

Place to sleep Transform the animal‘s sleeping area into a bio-re-
sonance field with the animal chip. Place one chip 
(for larger animals or bigger sleeping places 2-3
chips) directly underneath the bed mat or the barn.

Wounds/
area of pain

Place chip directly on the area of pain (as tightly as 
possible). Usually, wrapped in bandage.

Vitalize
stable

BFor stable animals, place one or more chips 
(30-50 cm apart) on ground or ceiling of stall to 
transform the stall into a bio-resonance field.
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A.W. – Switzerland
Our cat has got a strange tick. Whenever we 
pet him, he bites us. Not hard, but he simply 
does it to show that he is the boss. This is not 
so pleasant, especially since we have chil-
dren. We have decided to activate his food 
with the chip. The goal was to improve his fur, 
since he constantly loses a lot of hair. The 
results after one week are the following: The 
fur is significantly better and we have the fee-
ling that he is more way gentler. He has not 
bitten (snapped at) anyone in 3 days.

Experience:

L.S. - Austria
Our family dog has been suffering from chro-
nic pain for a year now. He is limping. The 
veterinarian can only help him with cortisone, 
but we know that that is not really beneficial 
to his health. 10 days ago we wrapped the 
animal chip to the area of pain. It seems as 
if the pain is completely gone – our dog runs 
and frolics just like he did a year ago. In addi-
tion, we placed a chip onto his feeding bowl 
and to his sleeping area – a total of 3 animal 
chips. It was worth it to us. And the result re-
ally is wonderful. 

R.B. – Switzerland
Our neighbor‘s dogs are constantly barking 
in the back yard. This is very annoying. I 
gave an animal chip to the neighbor – offi-
cially, just to keep their dogs healthy. But 
my intention was to see if the barking would 
stop. The result has really amazed me. A few 
days after I had given them the chip, my wife,
who was not aware of the fact that I had 
done so, noticed the result first: „Have you 
noticed that the neighbor’s dogs have gotten 
so much quieter?“ I then told her about the 
chips. She can hardly believe that the chan-
ge came from the chips, but I am convinced 
that they are the reason for the change in
the dogs’ behaviors.
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The bioresonance information from the 
converter is activated via the natural cell 
radiation (own field broadcasting) of the 
horse and the frequency will resonate 
with the animal. The own field reflection 
is strengthened by the pyramidal formed 
minerals in the Converter. This, which is
colloquially known as „self healing po-
wer“ is described today as self-regulati-
on in line with the most recent quantum 
physics findings. The Horse Meta-Con-
verter contains magnetite crystals. This 

magnetite was programmed via i-like. 
Through exposure to targeted frequen-
cies, information is applied, which is 
transferred to the animal. 

This frequency provides specific infor-
mation which are tailored exactly to the 
horses. This information enables the 
self-regulation of your horse and helps 
therefore an improved sense of well-
being. Negative information is excluded. 
The animal quickly feels well.

Horse Meta-Converter
Provides valuable vital frequencies for your horse
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Provides valuable vital frequencies for your horse
The Horse Meta-Converter is suita-
ble for horses

• on the rider, during the ride
• on the saddle cloth
• under the saddle
• on the bridle
• at the neck ring
• in or on the grazing blanket
• in or on the turnout blanket
• all types of horse blankets
• in the box
• at the feeding station 

Application
What do I need to know?
Position the Horse Meta-Converter as 
close to your horse as possible. Ideally 
directly on the horse itself. While riding,
the rider wears the Horse Meta-Conver-
ter on themselves. Through quantum 
entanglement, there is an information 
relay between the rider and horse.

Principle: The Horse Meta-Converter 
provides valuable vital frequencies for 
your horse! Apply and experience!

The Horse Meta-Converter is incorpo-
rated into a high-quality box and is, in 
combination with the small carrying bag, 
easy to hold.

The Horse Meta-Converter has an ope-
rating radius of 1-2 metres. It comes in 
a high quality box including a practical 
bag. The effectiveness of the Horse 
Meta-Converter is further reinforced 
with metal. In addition, the box protects 
against losing the valuable Horse Me-
ta-Chips. Suitable for all horse breeds 
(from the pony up to heavy horses) and 
also for other large animals such as la-
mas, etc.

i-like Meta-Converters are:

100% Swiss engineering
100% Swiss made

It has a service life of at least 30 
years.
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Product/Device Placement 

Rider The rider can carry the converter while riding, for 
example in their pocket or on their belt, using the 
trouser loop (quantum entanglement rider-horse).

All types of
horse blankets

Simply hang onto a strap or loop around the middle 
of the girth. (The reverse side of the Converter bag 
has a looping function thanks to the attachment of a 
second section).

Saddle Attach to a suitable location with the help of the bag 
or put into the saddlebag.

Feeding
station

Place under or hang onto the feeding trough, or 
place where the horse food is stored.

Bridle With the help of a karabiner, hang or attach.

Box Hang up in a convenient place (high enough that the 
Converter will not be damaged).
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Experience:

F.W. - Switzerland
Our horse could hardly move. The vet said 
that he could barely manage his suffering 
any longer. In our distress we had tried ever-
ything. Up to that point nothing had helped. 
Then we got the chip from a friend and fixed 
it onto the horse blanket. After a day, our hor-
se completely changed. The Chip has now 
been there for two weeks and we are of the
opinion that the pain has completely gone 
because the 14-year-old animal is moving 
again just like the young animals surroun-
ding it. Our experience with the Chip has 
been spectacular and, for a doctor like me, 
incomprehensible!

F.U. – Switzerland
My Freiberger‘s recurrent airway obstruction 
(disease of the bronchial system – editor’s 
note) has been chronic for months. Alterna-
tive remedies have not helped, so we had 
to resort to cortisone. Shortly after finishing 
the course of cortisone, the illness flared up 
again and became severe. We were despe-
rate. A friend suggested I look into the sub-
ject of bioresonance and seek help from the 
Swiss firm i-like. I then used the Horse-Me-
tal-Box and after 7 days my horse was free 
of symptoms.
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